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Abstract. Controller Area Network (CAN) is a fieldbus network suitable for
small-scale Distributed Computer Controlled Systems, being appropriate for
transferring short real-time messages. However, CAN networks are also known
to present some reliability problems, which can lead to an inconsistent message
delivery, thus to an unreliable behaviour of the supported applications. In this
paper, a set of atomic multicast protocols for CAN networks is presented,
preventing the occurrence of such unreliable behaviours. The proposed
protocols explore the CAN synchronous properties to minimise its run-time
overhead, and to provide a timely service to the supported applications. The
paper also presents conclusions drawn from the implementation of the protocols
in the Ada version of Real-Time Linux.

1 Introduction

Currently, there is a trend to incorporate Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
components in the development of Distributed Computer-Controlled Systems
(DCCS). Using COTS components as the systems’ building blocks provides a cost-
effective solution, and at the same time allows for an easy upgrade and maintenance
of the system. However, the use of COTS implies that specialised hardware can not
be used to guarantee the reliability requirements. As COTS hardware and software do
not usually provide the confidence level required by reliable real-time applications,
reliability requirements must be guaranteed by a software-based fault-tolerance
approach. It is obvious that the reliability of a DCCS lies, in a great extent, in its
communication infrastructure, hence, the use of COTS networks poses new problems
to the reliability of DCCS.

Controller Area Network (CAN) [1] is a fieldbus network suitable for small-scale
DCCS, being appropriate for sending and receiving short real-time messages at
speeds up to 1Mbit/sec. Several studies on how to guarantee the real-time
requirements of messages in CAN networks are available (e.g. [2] [3]), providing the
necessary pre-run-time schedulability conditions for the timing analysis of the
supported traffic, even for the case of a network disturbed by temporary errors.



CAN networks have extensive error detection/signalling mechanisms. The node
that firstly detects an error sends an Error Frame, which leads to an automatic
message retransmission. However, it is known that these mechanisms may fail when
an error is detected in the last but one bit of the frame [4]. This problem occurs since
the point of time at which a message is taken to be valid is different for the transmitter
and the receivers. The message is valid for the transmitter if there is no error until the
end of the transmitted frame. If the message is corrupted, a retransmission is triggered
according to its priority. For the receiver side, the message is valid if there is no error
until the last but one bit of the frame, being the value of the last bit treated as 'do not
care'. Thus, a dominant value in the last bit does not lead to an error, in spite of
violating the CAN rule stating that the last 7 bits of a frame are all recessive.

Receivers detecting a bit error in the last but one bit of the frame reject the frame
and send an Error Frame starting in the following bit (last bit of the frame). As for
receivers the last bit of a frame is a ‘do not care’ bit, other receivers may not detect
the error and will accept the frame. However, the transmitter re-transmits the frame,
as there was an error. As a consequence, some receivers will have an inconsistent
message duplicate. The use of sequence numbers in messages can easily solve this
problem, but it does not prevent messages from being received in different orders,
thus not guaranteeing total order of atomic multicasts. However, if the transmitter
fails before being able to successfully retransmit the frame, then some receivers will
never receive the frame, which causes an inconsistent message omission. This is a
more difficult problem to solve, than in the case of inconsistent message duplicates.

In [4], the probability of message omission and/or duplicates is evaluated, in a
reference period of one hour, for a 32 node CAN network, with a network load of
approximately 90%. Bit error rates were used ranging from 10-4 to 10-6, and node
failures per hour of 10-3 and 10-4. For inconsistent message duplicates the results
obtained were from 2.87 x 101 to 2.84 x 103 duplicate messages per hour, while for
inconsistent message omissions the results ranged from 3.98 x 10-9 to 2.94 x 10-6.
These values demonstrate that for reliable real-time communications, CAN built-in
mechanisms for error recovery and detection are not sufficient.

The following Section discusses the issue of atomic multicasts in CAN, and
presents the considered failure assumptions. The proposed atomic multicast protocols
are then presented in Section 3 (their specification is presented in Annex), where it is
also shown how these protocols fulfil atomic multicast properties. Finally, Section 4
draws some considerations on the implementation of the protocols using the Ada
version of Real-Time Linux [5].

2 Atomic Multicasts in CAN

In the considered system model, a hard real-time application is constituted by several
tasks, which combined together perform the desired service. These processing tasks
are distributed over the nodes of the system. To guarantee the reliability requirements
of applications, some of its components must be replicated to tolerate individual
faults. In order to have the same consistent state in the replicas, there must be a
guarantee that they have the same input messages, and in the same order. That is,



communication mechanisms must be used which ensure the atomic multicast
properties. Multicast messages must be delivered by all (or none) of the replicas of a
component, and they must be delivered only once. Also, they must be delivered in the
same order in all replicas.

Therefore, in order to support hard real-time applications, the communication
infrastructure must provide atomic multicast protocols. Based on [6], an atomic
multicast has the following properties:

− Validity: If a correct node multicasts a message m, then all correct nodes deliver m.
− Agreement: If a correct node delivers message m, then all correct nodes deliver m.
− Integrity: For any message m, every correct node delivers m at most once, and only

if m was previously multicast by sender(m).
− Total Order: If correct nodes p and q both deliver message m and m’, then p

delivers m before m’ if and only if q delivers m before m’.

CAN error detection and recovery mechanisms ensure the validity property, since
when the sender is correct, all nodes will receive the message. Note that the network
can be referred as a fail-consistent bus [7], since there is no possibility for different
nodes to receive the message with different values. CAN error detection and recovery
mechanisms are not, however, sufficient to guarantee the agreement and integrity
properties [4]. In fact, it is possible for a correct node to receive a message not
received by some other correct node (inconsistent message omission), and it is also
possible that some node receives the same message more than once (inconsistent
message duplicate). Total order is also not guaranteed, since new messages can be
interleaved with retransmissions of failed messages, inducing nodes to receive
messages in different orders.

Thus, the use of CAN to support reliable real-time communications must be
carefully evaluated and appropriate mechanisms must be devised. In [4], a set of fault-
tolerant broadcast protocols is proposed, which solve the message omission and
duplicate problems. However, such protocols do not take full advantage of the CAN
synchronous properties, therefore producing a greater run-time overhead under
normal operation. For instance, in the best-case (data message with 8 bytes), the
overhead of the total order protocol (TOTCAN) is approximately 150%. The problem
is that, in order to achieve ordered multicasts, each receiver must re-transmit an
ACCEPT message, even if there is no error. Other protocols in the set do not
guarantee total order.

Another approach would be to use hardware-based solutions, such as the one
described in [8]. This approach is based in a hardware error detector, which
automatically retransmits messages that could potentially be omitted in some nodes.
Although this approach solves the inconsistent message omission problem of CAN it
does not provide solution to total order, as duplicates may occur. In order to achieve
order, it is necessary to complement this mechanism with an off-line analysis
approach. In this, messages must be separated in hard real-time and soft real-time.
Only hard real-time messages have guaranteed worst-case response time inferior to
the deadline, but it is necessary to use fixed time slots, off-line adjusting these
messages to never compete for the bus.



2.1 Failure Assumptions

The proposed protocols only aim to tolerate network-related faults (including nodes’
network interface faults). Application faults are masked by replication. Therefore, for
the purpose of simplicity, from now on nodes will be used referring to their network
interface. The protocols assumes that:

− System nodes either behave correctly or crash after a given number of failures.
This behaviour is guaranteed by the CAN protocol, since in the case of multiple
errors, the faulty node is disconnected from the network.

− During a time T, greater than the worst-case delivery time of any message, at most
one single inconsistent message omission occurs. Considering the existence of 3.98
x 10-9 to 2.94 x 10-6 inconsistent message omissions per hour [4], the occurrence of
a second omission error in a period T of, at most, several seconds has an extremely
low probability.

− There are no permanent medium faults, such as the partitioning of the network.
This type of faults must be masked by appropriate network redundancy schemes.

3 Middleware for Atomic Multicasts in CAN

The provided middleware for atomic multicasts in CAN (Figure 1) presents several
protocols, with different failure assumptions and different behaviours in the case of
errors. The Filtering layer allows that only nodes registered to receive a particular
message stream will process messages related to that stream. This layer also decreases
the number of messages in the bus in error situations. The Unreliable protocol
provides only a simple multicast mechanism, giving no guarantees whatsoever to the
streams that use it. The IMD protocol provides an atomic multicast that just addresses
the inconsistent message duplicate problem. The 2M protocol provides an atomic
multicast addressing both inconsistent message duplicates and omissions, where
messages are not delivered in an error situation (a previous version of this protocol is
presented in [9]). The 2M-GD protocol is an improvement of the 2M protocol, which
guarantees the message delivery, if at least one node has correctly received it.

Filtering Layer

2M-GD

Application Layer

2MIMDUnrel.

Fig. 1. Middleware for atomic multicasts in CAN

These atomic multicast protocols provide the system engineer with the possibility
of trading efficiency by assumption coverage. The IMD protocol uses less bandwidth,
but can lead to the violation of failure assumptions causing incorrect system
behaviour. However, the use of protocols with higher assumption coverage may
introduce unnecessary overheads in the system. Thus, it is possible to use different



protocols for different message streams. Hence, streams with higher criticality may
use protocols with higher assumption coverage, while streams with smaller criticality
may use lighter protocols.

Relying on CAN frames being simultaneously received in every node, the
protocols are based in delaying the deliver of a received frame for a bounded time.
This behaviour is exploited to achieve atomic multicasts with the minimum number of
exchanged messages. The approach is similar to the ∆-protocols [10], where, to obtain
order, delivery is delayed for a specific time (∆). However, in the proposed approach,
delays are evaluated on a stream by stream basis, increasing the throughput of the
system, since messages are delayed accordingly to their worst-case response times.

Protocol Bits Message Type

0 0 0 Data Msg.
0 0 1 Confirmation Msg.
0 1 0 Retrans. Msg.

2M-GD
Protocol

0 1 1 Data Msg.
1 0 0 Confirmation Msg.
1 0 1 Abort Msg.

2M Protocol

1 1 0 IMD Protocol

1 1 1 Unreliable ProtocolIdentifier Field

Protocol Infromation
3 bits

LSB

Fig. 2. Identifier field and protocol information

The protocols use the less significant bits of the frame identifier to carry protocol
information (Figure 2), identifying the type of each particular message and allowing
the simultaneous use of different protocols. As the protocol information uses the less
significant bits of the frame identifier, then more critical messages can use any type of
protocol (even the Unreliable one), without loosing their criticality.

3.1 IMD Protocol

The IMD protocol (Figure 3) provides an atomic multicast that just addresses the
inconsistent message duplicate problem. In order to guarantee that the duplicates are
correctly managed, every node, when receiving a message marks it as unstable,
tagging it with a tdeliver (current time plus a δdeliver). If a duplicate is received before
tdeliver, the duplicate is discarded and tdeliver is updated (since in a node not receiving
the original message tdeliver refers to the duplicate).

Transmitter

Receiver 1

Receiver 2

Receiver 3

Message Automatic
Retransmission

δdeliver Deliver
δdeliver

Fig. 3. IMD protocol behaviour: inconsistent message duplicate



For the transmitter (if it also delivers the message), since the CAN controller will
only acknowledge the transmission when every node has received it correctly, there
will be only one received message, even if there are duplicates. This message refers to
the last duplicate sent, thus the transmitter can deliver the message after its δdeliver.

3.2 2M Protocol

The 2M protocol (Figure 4) addresses both the inconsistent message duplicates and
inconsistent message omissions guaranteeing that either all or none of the receivers
deliver the message. For the latter, not delivering a message is equivalent to a
transmitting node crash before sending the message.
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δconfirm

δdeliver

Deliver

Trans.
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Rcv 2

Rcv 3

Message

Confirmation

δconfirm

δdeliver

Abort

Trans.

Rcv 1

Rcv 2

Rcv 3

Message

δconfirm

δdeliver

Abort
Trans.

Rcv 1

Rcv 2

Rcv 3

Fig. 4. 2M protocol behaviour: error free situation (left), inconsistent message omission while
sending the message (centre) and while sending the confirmation (right)

In the 2M protocol, a node wanting to send an atomic multicast transmits the data
message, followed by a confirmation message, which carries no data (2M: two
messages). A receiving node before delivering the message, must receive both the
message and the confirmation. If it does not receive the confirmation before tconfirm, it
multicasts the related abort frame. This implies that several aborts can be
simultaneously sent (at most one from each receiving node that is interested in that
particular message stream). A message is only delivered if the node does not receive
any related abort frame until after tdeliver (a node receiving the message but not the
confirmation does not know if the transmitter has failed while sending the message, or
while sending the confirmation).

When a message is received, the node marks it as unstable, tagging it with tconfirm

and tdeliver. A node receiving a duplicate message discards it, but updates both tconfirm

and tdeliver. As the data message has higher priority than the related confirmation, then
all duplicates will be received before the confirmation. Duplicate confirmation
messages will always be sent before any abort (confirmation messages have higher
priority than related abort messages), thus they will confirm an already confirmed
message.

The advantage of the 2M protocol is that in a fault-free execution there is only one
extra frame (without data) per multicast. Only in the case of an error (low
probability), there will be more protocol related messages in the bus, inducing a



higher bandwidth utilisation. Note that the transmission of an abort is only necessary
if there is a previous failure of the transmitter. Therefore, from the failure assumptions
(there is no second inconsistent in the same period T), this abort will be free of
inconsistent message omissions.

The transmitter can automatically confirm the message, since if it does not fail,
every node will correctly deliver the message and the confirmation. The situation is
the same as for the IMD protocol, since if the transmitter remains correct and delivers
the message, then it will re-transmit any failed message.

3.3 2M-GD Protocol

The 2M protocol can be modified to guarantee the delivery of a transmitted message
to all nodes, if it is correctly received at least in one node. In the 2M-GD (guaranteed
delivery) protocol (Figure 5), nodes receiving the message but not the confirmation,
retransmit the message (instead of an abort). This protocol is however less efficient
than the 2M protocol (in error situations), since messages are retransmitted with the
data field. To guarantee order of delivery, it is necessary to use a tdeliver_after_error to
solve inconsistent retransmission duplicates.
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Message
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δconfirm

Protocol
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δdeliver_after_error

Transmitter

Receiver 1
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Message
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Fig. 5. 2M-GD protocol behaviour: inconsistent message omission while sending the message
(left) and while sending the confirmation (right)

3.4 Guaranteeing Atomic Multicast Properties

Atomic multicast properties (Section 2) are guaranteed by the protocols, since:

− Validity: A correct node is defined as one that does not fail while a multicast is in
progress, that is until the multicast is correctly received by every node. As the
CAN built-in mechanisms guarantee that any message will be automatically
retransmitted, in the case of either a network or a receiving node failure, then the
Validity property is guaranteed.

− Agreement: For the IMD protocol, if the transmitter does not fail, the CAN built-in
mechanisms guarantee that every correct node will receive the message. Thus, they
will all deliver it. For the 2M protocol, a correct node only delivers a data message



after receiving the related confirmation message and knowing that it will not
receive any abort from other correct nodes. Therefore it knows that all correct
nodes will also deliver the message. In the 2M-GD protocol the behaviour is the
same, except in error situations, where if a correct node receives the message it will
retransmit it, thus every correct node will receive and deliver it.

− Integrity: As the delivery of the message is delayed, duplicates are discarded and
the Integrity property is guaranteed. On the other side, the CAN built-in
mechanisms guarantee that a message is from the actual sender, since an error in
the identifier field is detected with a sufficiently high probability [1].

− Total Order: The CAN network guarantees that correct messages are received in
the same order by all nodes. However, the existence of duplicates and omissions
may preclude messages from being orderly delivered. The use of the tdeliver

parameter guaranteed the total order of message delivery.

3.5 Evaluation of the Proposed Protocols

It is clear that when using the proposed atomic multicast protocols the worst-case
delivery time of messages will be significantly increased. Due to the lack of space, the
reader is referred to [11] for a presentation of the model and assumptions for the
evaluation of the message streams’ delivery time considering the proposed protocols.

Also in [11] an example is presented, allowing to conclude that although
worst-case delivery time of message streams is increased, the predictability of
message transfers is still guaranteed. It is obvious that the IMD protocol is the one
that introduces smaller delays, while the 2M-GD protocol is the one with the higher
delays. The system’s engineer can use this reasoning to better balance reliability and
efficiency in the system. Moreover, the protocols increase network utilisation by less
than 50%, since protocols-related retransmissions only occur in inconsistent message
omission situations. Although this load increase is still large, it is much smaller than
in other approaches, and it is the strictly necessary to cope with inconsistent message
omissions using a software-based approach.

4 Implementation Considerations

The concept of using a real-time version of Linux as a platform for Distributed
Computer-Controlled Systems is gaining an increased attention. Real-Time Linux
provides a solution in which applications with real-time requirements can execute,
whilst allowing interconnection with non real-time applications, thus connecting (in a
controlled manner) real-time applications to other levels of the system.

Predictability is still an open issue in the (several) Real-Time Linux variants,
manly due to both the PC architecture and the support to background Linux
applications, and the lack of consolidated studies is impairment for applications with
safety requirements. However, Real-Time Linux presents an easy to use solution,
which tied together to the current open source movement, makes it a strong contender



for a DCCS platform. Furthermore, small-scale DCCS can be easily supported due to
the availability of support to CAN networks.

Therefore, it is pertinent to consider the viability of using Ada and Real-Time
Linux together for the programming of Distributed Computer-Controlled Systems.
Thus, the middleware has been implemented in a platform of PCs running the Ada
version of Real-Time Linux [5], connected through a CAN network (for a more
detailed description of implementation details the reader is referred to [9]).  Currently,
the Ada version of Real-Time Linux provides a tasking kernel underneath the Linux
kernel, implementing the low-level tasking mechanisms that are used to support Ada
concurrency constructs. However, there is still no compiler targeting this platform,
thus these mechanisms must be directly used. Furthermore, the full set of mechanisms
is not implemented, lacking, for instance, the capability for interrupt handling.

In the implementation, these two issues came up. First, the available
implementation of the Ada executive does not provide the high level mechanisms of
Ada for concurrency and to control shared resources (e. g. tasks, protected objects). It
only provides the low-level primitives for task and lock managing, which are used to
program such mechanisms. Thus, the implementation had to rely on such low-level
mechanisms, instead of using the higher level Ada constructs.

Interrupt handling services are also not available. Therefore, an interface to the
available Real-Time Linux kernel interrupt services was created. However, as the
Real-Time Linux kernel patch (version 1.2) used by the Ada version does not allow
handlers to receive the interrupt number, it was not possible to implement a generic
mechanism for interrupt handling. Therefore, interrupt handlers are created in a one-
by-one basis, and are only used to wakeup a task, which is the proper handler.

It is, undoubtedly, possible to build DCCS applications using the Ada version of
Real-Time Linux. However, although the presented problems were solved in this
specific implementation, the attained solutions make no use of Ada’s advantages for
real-time programming. In this case, programming is as error prone as with other
languages (e. g. C), not taking advantage of Ada’s full programming power.
Furthermore, the solutions are specific to the considered problem, thus they may not
be appropriate for other applications.

It is important for Ada to be widely considered suitable for this platform, since it is
a platform that is increasingly being used for real-time applications, a domain where
Ada (still) has some influence. However, the lack of proper tools is impairment for
Ada, since it is difficult to justify its use in preference to other languages.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposes a set of protocols for the support of atomic multicasts in CAN
networks, providing both a timely and reliable service to the supported applications.
In the proposed approach, atomic multicasts are guaranteed through the transmission
of just an extra message (without data) for each message that must tolerate
inconsistent message omissions. Only in case of an inconsistent message omission
(low probability) there will be more protocol-related retransmissions. Inconsistent
message duplicates are solved with a protocol that does not require extra



transmissions, guaranteeing total order. Moreover, atomic multicast properties are
achieved without more overheads than the strictly needed for a reliable multicast.
These protocols explore the CAN synchronous properties to minimise its run-time
overhead, and thus to provide a reliable and timely service to the supported
applications.

The paper also draws some considerations on the platform used for
implementation: PCs, running the Ada version of Real-Time Linux, connected
through a CAN network. It is noted that, although this platform may be considered for
Distributed Computer-Controlled Systems, currently the use of Ada does not present a
significant advantage, and it is difficult to justify its use in preference to other
languages.
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Annex: Protocol Specifications

IMD Protocol

Transmitter

1: atomic_multicast (id, data):
2: send (id, data)

3: when sent_confirmed (id, data):  -- if it is registered for this message

4: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
5: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)

6: deliver:
7: for all id in received_messages_set loop
8: if tdeliver(id) < clock then
9: state(id) := delivered
10: end if
11: end loop

Receiver

1: when receive (id, data):

2: if id ∉ received_messages_set then 
3: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
4: state(id) := unstable
5: end if

6: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)

7: deliver:
8: for all id in received_messages_set loop
9: if state(id) = unstable and tdeliver(id) < clock then
10: state(id) := delivered
11: end if
12: end loop

2M Protocol

Transmitter

1: atomic_multicast (id, data):
2: send (id, message, data)
3: send (id, confirmation)

4: when sent_confirmed (id, message, data):

5: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
6: state(id) := confirmed

7: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)

8: deliver:
9: for all id in received_messages_set loop
10: if state(id) = confirmed and tdeliver(id) < clock then
11: state(id) := delivered
12: end if
13: end loop

Receiver

1: when receive (id, type, data):
2: if type = message then

3: if id ∉ received_messages_set then
4: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
5: state(id) := unstable



6: end if

7: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)    -- duplicate update

8: tconfirm(id) := clock + δconfirm(id)
9: elsif type = confirmation then
10: state(id) := confirmed
11: elsif type = abort then

12: if id ∈ received_messages_set then
13: received_messages_set := received_messages_set – msg(id)
14: end if
15: end if

16: deliver:
17: for all id in received_messages_set loop
18: if state(id) = confirmed and tdeliver(id) < clock then
19: state(id) := delivered
20: elsif state(id) = unstable and tconfirm(id) < clock then
21: send (id, abort)
22: received_messages_set := received_messages_set – msg(id)
23: end if
24: end loop

2M-GD Protocol

Transmitter

1: atomic_multicast (id, data):
2: send (id, message, data)
3: send (id, confirmation)

4: when sent_confirmed (id, message, data):

5: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
6: state(id) := confirmed

7: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)

8: deliver:
9: for all id in received_messages_set loop
10: if state(id) = confirmed and tdeliver(id) < clock then
11: state(id) := delivered
12: end if
13: end loop

Receiver

1: when receive (id, type, data):
2: if type = message then

3: if id ∉ received_messages_set then
4: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
5: state(id) := unstable
6: end if

7: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver(id)
8: tconfirm(id) := clock + δconfirm(id)
9: elsif type = confirmation then
10: state(id) := confirmed
11: elsif type = retransmission then

12: if id ∉ received_messages_set then
13: received_messages_set := received_messages_set ∪ msg(id,data)
14: end if
15: state(id) := confirmed

16: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver_after_error(id)
17: end if

18: deliver:
19: for all id in received_messages_set loop
20: if state(id) = confirmed and tdeliver(id) < clock then
21: state(id) := delivered
22: elsif state(id) = unstable and tconfirm(id) < clock then
23: send (id, retransmission, data)
24: end if
25: end loop

26: when sent_confirmed (id, retransmission, data):  -- if message was retransmitted
27: state(id) := confirmed

28: tdeliver(id) := clock + δdeliver_after_error(id)


